Supplemental Material
Towards an Understanding of AR visualization
for sports skill training

This document provides supplementary material for our study results. We categorize the contents into 3 parts,
including qualitative analysis, quantitative analysis, and study surveys.
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1.1

Supplemental Materials
Qualitative analysis

Figure 1: Upset plots showing the qualitative coding results for survey responses. Top Panel: survey responses for the 2D
condition. Bottom panel: survey responses for the AR condition.
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Figure 2: Demonstration of user responses and codes in Airtable.
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1.2

Quantitative analysis

Figure 3: Shot angle histogram between 100 shots in 2D regular baseline (light blue) and last 100 shots in 2D end (dark
blue) of all participants. The annotation in each panel describes the angle difference and the standard deviation of each
condition. 5 out 7 participants had a different shot angle (Δdeg> 1◦ ) in the end. *** indicates p<0.001.

Figure 4: Shot angle histogram between 100 shots in 2D regular baseline (light blue) and last 100 shots in AR end (red) of
all participants. The annotation in each panel describes the angle difference and the standard deviation of each condition.
3 out 8 participants had a different shot angle (Δdeg> 1◦ ) in the end. *** indicates p<0.001.
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Figure 5: Shot angle histogram between 100 shots in 2D regular baseline (blue) and in AR baseline with HMD (red) of all
participants. The annotation in each panel describes the angle difference between each condition. *** indicates p<0.001.

Figure 6: Shot angle histogram between 300 shots on 2D day 1 and day 2 of all participants. The annotation in each
panel describes the angle difference between each condition. 5 out 7 participants had a different shot angle (Δdeg> 1◦ )
across days. *** indicates p<0.001.
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Figure 7: Shot angle histogram between 300 shots on AR day 1 and day 2 of all participants. The annotation in each
panel describes the angle difference between each condition. 3 out 8 participants had a different shot angle (Δdeg> 1◦ )
across days. *** indicates p<0.001.
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1.3

Survey

The following are surveys we used to collect user feedback throughout the training experiences, including a prestudy survey on participants’ background, post-study surveys for both 2D and AR tool evaluation, and a follow-up
survey on user goals and ratings.
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[Shooting ARc] Pre-study survey
Mark or circle your answers

BACKGROUND
1. What is your gender?
male

female

non-binary

2. How old are you?
18-25

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

> 10 years

Other:

3. How long have you played basketball?
< 3 years

3-5 years

5-10 years

4. What level of basketball player do you consider yourself to be?
Beginner

Intermediate

Recreational

Competitive

Professional

Once per month

Other:

5. How frequently do you play basketball?
> 3 times /
week

1-3 times /
week

Every other
week

6. Which team do you play for? (if any)

7. Do you have any injury?

8. Have you had any previous experiences with Augmented or Virtual Reality?
Yes

No

Not sure

SHOOTING EXPERIENCE
1. How many shots do you shoot in a shooting training session?
< 100

100~300

300~500

> 500

Other:

> 1 hour

Other:

2. How long is your shooting practice session?
< 15 mins

15~30 mins

30~60 mins
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3. Please indicate how well you agree with the following statement: "I am a skilled free-throw shooter"
Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree
or disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Other:

Not at all
important

Other:

4. How important is free-throw shooting performance for you?
Extremely
important

Very important

Moderately
important

Slightly
important

5. Do you know your free throw percentage?
Yes:

________________________________________________

No

6. Do you know your free-throw shot angle?
Yes:

________________________________________________

No

7. Do you have a targeted free-throw shot angle?
Yes:

________________________________________________

No

8. What tool do you mainly use to keep your shooting record? (Check all that apply)
Verbal
counting

Paper

Mobile App:
______________

I do not keep
record

PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
1. When was the last time you were physically active?
Day 1:

Day 2:

2. Do you feel physically fatigued?
Day 1:

Day 2:
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Other:

[Shooting ARc] Post-study Survey- 2D visualization
Check the answer
1

2

3

4

5

1. How easy was it to understand the main idea behind Shooting ARc’s method for 2D visualization?
1: very hard to understand

5: very easy to understand

2. How easy is it to learn how to use the Shooting ARc user interface on a side-view display?
1: very hard to learn

5: very easy to learn

3. How easy is it to understand the 2D visualization for free-throw shooting?
1: very hard to understand

5: very easy to understand

4. How useful is 2D visualization on the display for evaluating your previous shot performance?
1: not useful at all

5: very useful

5. How easy it is with 2D visualization on the display to adjust your desired angle?
1: not easy at all

5: very easy

6. How easy it is to use 2D visualization on the display to match your shot angle with the desired angle?
1: not easy at all

5: very easy

7. How useful it is 2D visualization on the display for improving your shot arc / angle?
1: not useful at all

5: very useful

8. How useful is 2D visualization on the display for improving your shooting percentage?
1: not useful at all

5: very useful
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9. What information in the 2D visualization are most useful?

10. How useful is Shooting ARc in its current form to you?
1: not useful at all

5: very useful

11. How likely are you going to use Shooting ARc for free-throw training?
1: not at all

5: very likely

12. Which features (if any) are missing that would make this tool more useful / usable? (Please order by
importance)

13. Imagine all missing features are implemented, how likely are you going to use Shooting ARc for
free-throw training?
1: not at all

5: very likely

12. Is this kind of 2D visualization currently possible with other tools?
(Please name the other tools and order them by their similarity to Shooting ARc)
Yes: ______________________________________

No / I don’t know.

Do you want to share with us anything else?

Thank you for your participation and feedback!
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[Shooting ARc] Post-study Survey- 3D visualization
Check the answer
1

2

3

4

5

1. How easy was it to understand the main idea behind Shooting ARc’s method for 3D visualization in AR?
1: very hard to understand

5: very easy to understand

2. How easy is it to learn how to use the Shooting ARc user interface in Hololens?
1: very hard to learn

5: very easy to learn

3. How easy is it to understand the 3D visualization for free-throw shooting?
1: very hard to understand

5: very easy to understand

4. How useful is 3D visualization in AR for evaluating your previous shot performance?
1: not useful at all

5: very useful

5. How easy it is in AR to adjust your desired angle?
1: not easy at all

5: very easy

6. How easy it is to use 3D visualization in AR to match your shot angle with the desired angle?
1: not easy at all

5: very easy

7. How useful it is 3D visualization in AR for improving your shot arc / angle?
1: not useful at all

5: very useful

8. How useful is 3D visualization in AR for improving your shooting percentage?
1: not useful at all

5: very useful
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9. What information in the 3D visualization are most useful?

10. How useful is Shooting ARc in its current form to you?
1: not useful at all

5: very useful

11. How likely are you going to use Shooting ARc for free-throw training?
1: not at all

5: very likely

12. Which features (if any) are missing that would make this tool more useful / usable? (Please order by
importance)

13. Imagine all missing features are implemented, how likely are you going to use Shooting ARc for
free-throw training?
1: not at all

5: very likely

12. Is this kind of 3D visualization currently possible with other tools?
(Please name the other tools and order them by their similarity to Shooting ARc)
Yes: ______________________________________

No / I don’t know.

Do you want to share with us anything else?

Thank you for your participation and feedback!
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Shooting ARc - Followup Survey
* 1. What is your name?

* 2. What were your main goals when using
the ARsystem? Rank them in order of importance, using
N/A for any that don't apply.
Improve my shot accuracy

N/A

Match my target angle

N/A

Improve my form when throwing the
ball

N/A

3. Did you have a goal other than ones listed above? If
so, what was it?

* 4. On a scale of 1 to 5, how helpful was the AR
visualization in reaching your goals?
1 Star

2 Stars

3 Stars

Please explain your rating.
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4 Stars

5 Stars

* 5. Please share any additional thoughts on your
interaction with the AR visualization.

* 6. What were your main goals when using
the 2Dsystem? Rank them in order of importance,
using N/A for any that don't apply.
Improve my shot accuracy

N/A

Match my target angle

N/A

Improve my form when throwing the
ball

N/A

* 7. Did you have a goal other than the ones listed above?
If so, what was it?

* 8. On a scale of 1 to 5, how helpful was
the 2Dvisualization in reaching your goals?
1 Star

2 Stars

3 Stars
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4 Stars

5 Stars

Please explain your rating.

* 9. Please share any additional thoughts on your
interaction with the 2D visualization.

Done

Powered by

See how easy it is to create a survey.
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